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=/\=/\=/\= Begin Mission =/\=/\=/\=


Ens G Heinlein
::::: In sickbay helping out with the caseload :::

Captain Lewis
::on bridge::

Captain Lewis
Mitchell: ETA to weapons depot?

Cmdr. Tucker
::drumming fingers on XO Chair::

Lt jg Nim Ber
::running diagnostics on shields and holodeck::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::in sickbay tending to the more seriously injured::

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO:  30 minutes captain

Lt jg Nim Ber
::checking scanners::

Cmdr. Tucker
Ber: What's are ready status Lt?

Captain Lewis
Mitchell: take tac please

Captain Lewis
Ber:  take Ops please

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Aye, skipper

Lt jg Nim Ber
Tucker: scanners and sensors fully operational, sir

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::heals a broken arm and goes on to a broken leg::

Ens G Heinlein
Doctor : with this patient you think a neural stimulator might help ? :::indicates patient

Lt jg Nim Ber
Tucker: scanning the planet right now

Cmdr. Tucker
Ber: Good, engines?

Captain Lewis
Ber: contact Depot and let them know our ETA please....see if they have any more information

Cmdr. Mitchell
::slaves TAC to NAV consoles::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Heinlein:  Yes, try a low frequency first.

Lt jg Nim Ber
tucker: max warp is now at 6 their working on it

Cmdr. Mitchell
::navigates into a spiral orbit to the Depot::

Cmdr. Tucker
Ber: And weapons?

Ens G Heinlein
Doctore Ok, thanks ;;;;sets stimulator to low setting and places it on patients head :::

Cmdr. Mitchell
::Monitors Shield and Weapons strength::

Captain Lewis
Tucker: what was the latest reports on the Terrentians?

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: I'm getting a distubance around the depot....hold on....

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::scans a patient's body for blood vessel ruptures::

Captain Lewis
::holding::

Captain Lewis
::looks at Ber::

Ens G Heinlein
:::looking at non response adjust frequency up the scale a bit :::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::sends one of the healed patients home::

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: we have a burst of high energy gamma radiation blocking our signal to the depot

Cmdr. Tucker
Lewis: Conflicting reports captain, apparently we don't know much more than the obvious theft of property.

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO:  Sheilds at 85% and weapons at 100% Capt.

Captain Lewis
Ber:from  where?

Cmdr. Tucker
Ber: Can you lock on to where it's coming from?

Captain Lewis
::nods to mitchell::

Ens G Heinlein
:::patient shows response by screaming in pain ....Heinleind adjusts other controls ::::

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: It is surrounding the planet, checking............

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Nothing showing on the NAV sensors.

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: Localizing......................

Ens G Heinlein
:::::Looking at readings on biobed of Patient :::

Captain Lewis
::waiting::

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: Can we take any of these pirates in a fight?

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Nurse:  please help heinlein with that patient.  ::nurse goes over and helps him::

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: I'm sure of it,Sir.

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: My sensors are telling me several bombs were ignited on the depot

Captain Lewis
Ber: bombs??

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::starts to close the ruptured blood vessels::

Captain Lewis
Ber: can we get a readout of the surface?

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: the entire depot is irradiated

Ens G Heinlein
Doctor: This now indicates a Sub-Dural Hematoma 

Captain Lewis
::raises eyebrows::  

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: I am beginning to detect some currents and eddys in the radiation field.  There is a shuttle craft approaching.

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell:I agree, but They did steal some technology that may give them an advandage, take some extra security precautions just in case.

Captain Lewis
Mithcell: identify

Ens G Heinlein
:::starts to operate on new sysmptom ::::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::gives job to a nurse and goes over to Heinlein::

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Standard Federation shuttle

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: Could be how they managed to get the equipment they stole, hmmm..........

Captain Lewis
Ber: open a channel

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: channel open...........

Ens G Heinlein
Doctor : In case like this dont you wish you had a more well equiped surgical suite ?


Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: the shuttle is clear of the radiation field

Captain Lewis
Ber: find out who is on  that shuttle

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::nods at heinlein and starts the procedure::

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: the shuttle is irradiated, still can't get a clear signal from them

Cmdr. Mitchell
::places the ship into standard orbit over the Depot::

Ens G Heinlein
:Closes of bleeders in the skull of the patient and drains pressure :::

Captain Lewis
Mitchell: any other readings from the surface?

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: now i'm getting one life form, human.................

Cmdr. Tucker
Ber: Anything unusual on the shuttle?  Some reading that may be responsible for the massive radiation?

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Still nothing, the interferance it too great

Lt jg Nim Ber
tucker: hard to tell, low life signs, but human, for sure

Captain Lewis
Mitchell: if we had to .......could we transport?

Cmdr. Tucker
Ber: Injured?

Lt jg Nim Ber
Tucker: hard to determine, trying to link..............

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO:  I think so, if I could just get a lock onto someone.

Captain Lewis
Mitchell: work on it..........

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: getting a comm link through my station

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO:  Aye, aye

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: Its the shuttle

Captain Lewis
Ber: on speaker......

Captain Lewis
::listens::

Lt jg Nim Ber
::On vspeaker::

Lt jg Nim Ber
::very staticly::

Ens G Heinlein
Doctor: Doctor, BTW I must congratulate you on having a well trianed staff 

Lt. Tray
COM:  This is Lt. Tray of the Federation Weapons Depot # 12.  We have been attacked.  Assistance is required.

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#}Engr: Mitchell to Engineering, we need to improve transporter capabilities to get whoever is on the shuttle off of it>

Cmdr. Tucker
::listens, hoping to determine more about the predicament::

Captain Lewis
COM: this is Captain Lewis......what is the situation at present?

Lt jg Nim Ber
::links on signal ::

Lt jg Nim Ber
::initalizes one way viewing::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Heinlein:  I'll be sure to give them your compliment.

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Interferance is NOT going to allow the transport

Lt. Tray
COM:  Many are injured.  Many are dead.  Radiation is severe.  I'm one of the lucky ones.

Captain Lewis
Mitchell:: ::Nods::

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Only a 75% chance of getting anything

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: we can see him, he can't see us. On viewer????

Ens G Heinlein
Doctor : It was not a compliment ...just a statement of my opinion 

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell:: Can't we just tractor them in once in range?

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: And we can't transport to or from the Depot

Captain Lewis
COM:  where are the rest?

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: Aye, once they get into tractor range

Captain Lewis
::motions to Tucker:: contact medical.......

Lt jg Nim Ber
::redirects to the depot::

Lt. Tray
COM:  They're trying to treat the injured.  We need your assistance immediately.

Cmdr. Mitchell
::begins to rotate the Geneva towards the shuttle

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Heinlein:  ...well...they appreciate your opinion anyway.  ::goes back to work::

Lt. Tray
COM:  I identify myself as Lt. Tray.  Serial Number 45-hu645.

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Capt. with your permission?

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}Landt: Doctor, you may be getting patients with extreme radiation and plamsa burns, prepare accordingly.

Captain Lewis
COM:   we are preparing a medical team at this moment.....can you give us any more information.......?

Lt jg Nim Ber
::initiates tachyon beam within scanners and piggybacks signal::

Ens G Heinlein
::::Overhears Comm signal :::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
{#}Tucker:  Aye sir.

Captain Lewis
::nods to Mitchell::

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#}Sec: Mitchell to Security, full detachment to Shuttle Bay 3

Lt. Tray
COM:  We've lost several banks of Type 3 Phasers and Photon Torpedoes.

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Sickbay:  Let's get ready for the radiation patients.

Captain Lewis
COM:  How many people?.......

Ens G Heinlein
Doctor : we may get to work on Lavage techniques.....

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: radiation field is deteriating at a rate of 10% per half hour.

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::the nurses and other sickbay personel start to bustle around::

Captain Lewis
Ber:  ::nods:: keep monitoring it..........

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}Landt: Send a med team to shuttle bay three, it sounds bad doc.

Captain Lewis
Ber: we need to be able to get to the injured.......

Lt. Tray
COM: 30 are injured.  16 have alrady died.

Ens G Heinlein
::::notes smooth efficiency of Sickbay crew as some start to set up for radiation exposure and burns :::

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO:  Captain, we will only be able to get to the surface via shuttle since transporting is out of the questions with the rad field.

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: radiation suits can be used, start harmonics at max to start

Captain Lewis
Mitchell::  understood.........

Captain Lewis
COM: why are there not more shuttles...? where were you heading?

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
{#}Tucker:  We're on our way.  ::takes a few of the sickbay crew and grabs a few med kits and hands them to them::  

Ens G Heinlein
Doctor : Might I suggest we request a sterilization of the bay before they are transported over ?

Lt. Tray
COM: I was heading out to find help.  The other shuttles are disabled.  Requesting clearance to board.

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: transporters are still not recommended too much radiation for now

Captain Lewis
COM:  clearance granted....

Ens G Heinlein
:::goes with the Doctor :::

Cmdr. Mitchell
::locks tractor beam onto the shuttle and brings it into SB3

Captain Lewis
Tucker: you have the bridge.......I am going to meet the shuttle and our guest

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Heinlein:  Yes.  
Computer:  sterilize the shuttlebay.

Cmdr. Tucker
Bridge crew: Injured personell may be to severely injured anyway to transport safely.

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::arrives at the shuttlebay::

Lt jg Nim Ber
{#} Landt: recommend decon before entering shuttle bay

Cmdr. Tucker
Lewis: Aye Captain.

Ens G Heinlein
:::arrives shuttlebay :::

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Captain, I still cannot get any clear readings from the surface

Captain Lewis
::Heads to  TL::

Cmdr. Tucker
::takes the CO Chair::

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell, Ber: What could the cause of all this radiation be?

AGM
ACTION:  THe shuttle docks in Shuttlebay 3

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::gets some suits for her and the rest of the people who will enter sickbay::

Captain Lewis
::heads to Shuttle bay::

Ens G Heinlein
:::Starts decontam procedure ::::

Lt jg Nim Ber
Tucker: high energy gamma radiation bombs, sir

Cmdr. Mitchell
Heinlein:  We'll need to have some serious decon and security until this shuttle isn't so hot.

Lt jg Nim Ber
tucker: probably a distraction manuever

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::puts her decon suit on and hands one to Heinlein::

Lt. Tray
::exits from the shuttle::

Ens G Heinlein
:::puts the suit on :: 

Captain Lewis
::enters shuttle bay::

Cmdr. Mitchell
::erects security field around the shuttle::

Cmdr. Tucker
Ber: These people don't want survivors, can we clean it up?

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::enters shuttle bay::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::scans Lt. Tray::

Lt jg Nim Ber
tucker: it will disperse within 5 hours, sir

Captain Lewis
::watches dr::

Lt. Tray
::Lt. Tray is a black human male.  5'11, moderate bulid::

Ens G Heinlein
Mitchell : these suit s off much protection ...In fact I'd recommend it for those in the hallway who will be exposed to the doors opening & closing 

Captain Lewis
Tray: welcome aboard the Geneva Lt.

Cmdr. Mitchell
Heinlein: Okay, it's you're call on the protection

Lt. Tray
::nods:: Thank you Captain.

Captain Lewis
Tray: can you tell us what happened?

Cmdr. Tucker
Ber: It'll be fast enough, any drain on our systems from it?

Ens G Heinlein
Mitchell: better safe than otherwise 

Cmdr. Mitchell
::security team monitors the shuttle and the force field around it::

Lt jg Nim Ber
tucker: no , sir, just monitoring its decay

Ens G Heinlein
:::enters bay and sees Tray :::

Lt. Tray
::sighs and begins to think::  we were running our usual security scans about 2 days ago.

Captain Lewis
::nods to Heinlein::

Captain Lewis
::listens::

Ens G Heinlein
:::Starts Scan of Tray's Condition :::

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#}Sec:  Make sure that containment field can hold up top anything, just in case this guys not for real.

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Cpt.:  Lt. Tray should be treated for his exposure to the severe radiation. 

Lt. Tray
We noticed that one of our sensors was faulty.  Before we go and check out what the problem was we had Gamma Bombs landing all over the place.

Lt. Tray
They knocked out our shields in a few minutes.

Cmdr. Tucker
Ber: Good, note as soon as you get any solid readings through it.

Captain Lewis
Landt: yes.....of course.......but we need to find out as much as we can.....and seeing as he is the only contact we have.......

Ens G Heinlein
Doctor : here is a bottle of Plamsa replacement fluid ::::offers fluid ::

Lt jg Nim Ber
Tucker: aye, sir, trying some ideas........................

Lt. Tray
It took the rest of us about a day and a half to fix this shuttle up enough so that someone could go for help.

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::nods and steps back::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::takes the fluid and gets ready::

Captain Lewis
::looks at doc::

Lt jg Nim Ber
::lets try and push it away from the depot::

Lt. Tray
Captain...  ::he pauses::  We need to send them some help immediately.

Ens G Heinlein
:::gets ready with various fluids and dressing that will help :::

Cmdr. Mitchell
::begins scan of Lt. Trays records, to make sure he's for real::

Captain Lewis
Tray: we are working  on that as we speak.......

Lt jg Nim Ber
::hmm still scatters the signal::

Captain Lewis
Tray: our sensors cannot penetrate the radiiation field to get a lock on exactly where your people are.......maybe you could help us get an exact location?

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Tray:  May I?  ::shows Lt. Tray a hypo of plasma to cure his radiation poisoning::

Ens G Heinlein
Captain : Captain, Question . How hot is that shuttle ?

Captain Lewis
::looks at Doc: is a med team ready to shuttle to the planet?

Lt jg Nim Ber
Tucker: gamma radiation keeps dispersing the signal

Cmdr. Mitchell
::security check confirms Tray's identity is good::

Lt. Tray
Lewis:  Captain, you're not going to get anything through that radiation unless it's in a shuttle.. ::holds out arm for Landt::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Cpt.  Yes sir.


Captain Lewis
Heinlein: it shouldn't be that hot...the decamination should have cleared most of it upon entering

Lt jg Nim Ber
Tucker: all frequencies all harmonics

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::gives him the hypo::

Captain Lewis
Tray: yes we know......

Lt. Tray
We have moved all of the injured into the main mess hall.

Cmdr. Tucker
Ber: Think it'll work?

Captain Lewis
::nods::

Captain Lewis
Landt: has a team been readied?


Lt jg Nim Ber
Tucker: very difficult, i'm increasing my signal to 110%, but don't expect anything, here goes...................

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Cpt.:  Yes sir.  We're ready and awaiting further orders.

Captain Lewis
Landt:; good....

Captain Lewis
{#}Tucker: status on radiation field?

Ens G Heinlein
Doctor : As I am part Vulcan , I should go

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}Mcdowell: Lt, Our engines are at only warp 6 max, can you do something about it, we may need them?

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#}SB!: Shuttle bay 1 crew, prepare some shuttles to go down to the Depot.

Lt jg Nim Ber
Tucker: I'm picking up a faint ion trail leading away from the Depot

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}Lewis: It's decaying, but nothing yet captain.

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: Nav sensors are detecting what might be an ion trail.  It's very sketchy because of the radiation, but it's there.

Lt jg Nim Ber
Tucker: heading 240 mark 35

Lt. McDowell
::finishes reading reports in his quarters, and realizes that he's extremely late::

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: Divert more power to sensors, it may be our only good lead.

Cmdr. Mitchell
::plots heading into Nav console  24o m 35::

Lt jg Nim Ber
Tucker: thats towards the Cardassian, federation border

Captain Lewis
{#}Tucker:  Lt.Tray indicates all personnel have been moved to the main mess hall.........medical teams are ready to disembark....any problems 

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Heinlein:  I'll leave Lt. LG Harrison in charge of sickbay then.  


Lt. McDowell
::exits quarters and hurries to ENG::

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}Mcdowell: Lt, we need incresed sensor power, can you oblige?

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#}CO: Capt. there are several shuttles in SB1 at your disposal.

Lt. Tray
::wants to head back to the depot to help his friends::

Lt. McDowell
::sighes at the immediate onslaught of problems:: {#}XO: Gimme a minute to regain my thoughts and yes.

Captain Lewis
{#}Mitchell: thank you..........any danger to the med team if they leave now?

Lt jg Nim Ber
Tucker: I don't think the output of the scanners can handle more that 110%, sir

Cmdr. Mitchell
::nods over to the XO, thankfully::

Ens G Heinlein
Doctor : I propose we take an extra Replicaor

Lt jg Nim Ber
tucker: this radiation is just going to have to disperse for a while

Captain Lewis
Landt/Heinlein: prepare your teams and assemble in shuttle bay one

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#}CO: Not if they move quickly through that radiation, the shielding should hold at least temporarily.

Cmdr. Tucker
Ber: Agreed, and we can't risk blowing them, I'll get Mcdowell on it to see what he can do.

Captain Lewis
{#}Mitchell: understood

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Heinlein:  It's already on it's way to the shuttle.

Ens G Heinlein
Captain : Aye

Ens G Heinlein
:::leaves for Shuttlebay 1 ::::

Captain Lewis
Landt: we'll escort Lt. Tray to sickbay .....

Lt jg Nim Ber
::looks for a better sensor input optical relays::

Captain Lewis
Landt: Is he alright for now?

Lt. Tray
Lewis:  But Captain...

Captain Lewis
Tray:  yes?

Lt. McDowell
::reads through the problems with the arrays::

Cmdr. Mitchell
::continues to plot the ion trail towards the Cardi border::

Ens G Heinlein
:::Grabs extra suits ::::

Lt. Tray
::wants to go back to help with the injured::  I would like to accompany the away team back to the Depot.

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Cpt.:  He will be pretty safe until we can get him to sickbay to fully flush the radiation out.

Ens G Heinlein
::::grabs extra tricorders :::

Captain Lewis
Lt. Tray: that would not be a good idea.....you're safe here for the moment and right now I need to find out as much information on what happened as I can

Ens G Heinlein
::::arrives at Shuttlebay 1 ::::

Lt jg Nim Ber
::runs diagnositics on a new path, checks gel-pac performance::

Lt. Tray
::disappointed::  Aye sir.

Captain Lewis
Landt: carry on.........

Captain Lewis
Lt. Tray: if you would follow me please

Lt. Tray
Lewis:  Aye.  ::follows Lewis::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::goes to sb 1::

Lt. McDowell
::taps computer controls:: Why are the problems ALWAYS in the Science subsystems??!

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO:  That ion trail heads towards the Cardasian Border and then vears off towards very remote space.

Ens G Heinlein
::::Places extra suits etc in sealed bay of theindicated Shuttlecraft :::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::arrives at shuttlebay::

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: Maquis?

Captain Lewis
::exits SB::

Ens G Heinlein
:::nods to the Doctor :::

Captain Lewis
::escorts Tray to Sickbay::

Lt jg Nim Ber
tucker: we are at max. I would have to scuttle some systems seriously to increase any more efficiency from this system

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: Hmmm, I'll check.

Captain Lewis
Tray:  can you give us any other information?  Do you know who attacked you..........? How many?  

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: The Badlands!!!!!

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::nods back::

Lt. Tray
::shakes his head::

Lt jg Nim Ber
Tucker: that would take 3 hours to even try, and no guarantees

Lt. Tray
It just happened so suddenly.

Cmdr. Tucker
Ber: Allright, we shouldn't need anymore than that hopefully.

Ens G Heinlein
Dctor :Doctor are we all assembled ?

Captain Lewis
Tray:  you had no idication?

Lt jg Nim Ber
tucker: by then, radiation levels would be almost normal anyway

Captain Lewis
Tray: what about your security measures?

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::gets in shuttle and begins a full check::  Is there anyone else coming with us?

Cmdr. Mitchell
::plots a pursuit course::

Lt. Tray
Lewis: I think that whoever attacked us must have rigged one of our security sensors to fail before they attacked.

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: Sounds like them, we may have to follow them in, think we could locate anything in there?

Lt. McDowell
::huffs, and starts retyping sequencer routines::

Captain Lewis
Tray: you have no backup systems?  what happend to them?

Ens G Heinlein
:::gets into the second shuttle with it cache of supplies :::

Lt. Tray
Lewis:  THe Gamma radiation fried almost everything.

Ens G Heinlein
::::powers it up :::

Captain Lewis
Tray: i see  ::sighs::

Captain Lewis
::motions that they have arrived at sickbay::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Heinlein:  It looks like we're all set.

Lt. Tray
::walks into Sickbay::

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}Lewis: Captain, we beleive we have an ion trial of the attacker.  It heads to the badlands.

Lt jg Nim Ber
{#}Ensign Youdoit: report to the bridge, please

Ens G Heinlein
{#} Captain : Captain ,are there anymore personnel for the AT ?

Lt jg Nim Ber
{#}<Youdoit> ber: on my way, sir

Captain Lewis
{#} Tucker: understood .....continue monitoring.....we will await the med team report before heading out

Captain Lewis
{#}Heinlein; your med teams and security.......

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: I can follow them in and get us through if that's what it takes, Sir.

Lt jg Nim Ber
::youdoit appears on TL::

Lt. Tray
::lets the medical staff run tests and scans on him::

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: So where does the ion trail lead?

Ens G Heinlein
{#} Captain : Captain .... we seem to be waiting on Sec 

Lt. McDowell
::starts humming as he tries to figure out what's going on with the sensor systems now::

Captain Lewis
Tray: anything else you can tell us?

Lt jg Nim Ber
Youdoit: i want you to take SS2 and follow this ion trail the best you can. use anything you can think of the increase the signal, ok?

Lt jg Nim Ber
<Youdoit> Ber: gotcha, sir

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::activates shuttle and waits for security::

Lt. Tray
Lewis:  Only that we've counted numerous banks of weapons being missing.

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: I really don't know, there are conflicting images on the sensors

Ens G Heinlein
::::Plots course to Planet :::

Lt. McDowell
::slams the console:: Darn damage. Daggon ship needs another 3-month overhaul. I knew I was wrong taking this thing outta Spacedock a month earlier after its Borg refit.

Captain Lewis
Tray: do you think you could give us an idea of types and amounts?

Lt jg Nim Ber
<Youdoit> ::engages aft sensor array and piggybacks particle enhancers to stream ion trail::

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: First the trail goes off in one direction and then it goes off in another, severe ghosting problems, probably due to the Radiation?

Ens G Heinlein
:::feeds data to Doctors Shuttle :::

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: Based on what we know, how many hours do you think it would take to overtake them, if we can repair the engines?

Captain Lewis
::watches Nurses::

Lt. Tray
Lewis:  We didn't go into any exact numbers...  but we figured about 50 or so Type 3 Phasers and 30 or so Photon torpedos.

Lt. McDowell
::cross-links the navigational dish to the lateral sensors::

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: once we get clear, we would hopefully be able to get a lock.

Captain Lewis
::;shakes head::

Ens G Heinlein
::: Notes arrival of SEC personnel :::

Lt jg Nim Ber
<Youdoit> Mitchell: I'm trying to enhance the trail by irradiating it, like, uh, making it brighter, working on it , sir

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: At maximum warp, with their head start, assuming we follow the right ion trail, if nothing else goes wrong with anything around here and I can get the damn cobwebs outta  my head....

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}McDowell: Chief, we may need some serious max warp soon, what can ya do it in?

Ens G Heinlein
{#} Captain : Captain SEC personnel are loading now

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: my best guess is we can catch them in.......

Captain Lewis
Lt. Tray:  I will leave you to the medical personnel...as soon as you are cleared I would like to talk more with you.....

Lt. Tray
::nods::  Aye captain.

Captain Lewis
Nurse: keep me infomed please

Lt jg Nim Ber
::ah, radiation is breaking up, getting closer to the planet now, ::

Captain Lewis
::heads out of sickbay::

Captain Lewis
::heads to TL::

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: Damn! there's another signature going off the opposite direction.....

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::sees the rest of the security loading and gets ready to follow Heinlein out::

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: It goes off towards where no one has ever been to before....

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: All right, well, keep working on it.

Ens G Heinlein
{#} Tucker: Permission to leave the ship ?

Captain Lewis
computer: bridge

Lt jg Nim Ber
<Youdoit> Mitchell: I'm catching up to your signal, this paritcle beam should enhance the strongest ion trail. ( i hope)

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: Aye, Sir....

Captain Lewis
::heads to bridge::

Lt. McDowell
::hits the console again, then rolls his chair over to another display:: {#}Tucker: Uh...current standings of a Warp 8.9 burst for about 5 seconds under emergency protocols. Maybe a little more, but it'd be a little harsh.

Cmdr. Mitchell
::begins plotting three possible trajectories::

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}Heinlein: Destination?

Lt jg Nim Ber
Tucker: starting to get readings of the Depot...........

Captain Lewis
::arrives on bridge::

Cmdr. Mitchell
Ber: Thanks..

Captain Lewis
::nods to crew:: Tucker: Status

Ens G Heinlein
{#}Tucker :  Weapons Depot to aid suurvivors

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}Mcdowell: Hmm.. what can you give us past warp six for a steady pace?

Lt. McDowell
::looks down upon numerous lines of code::

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: Cmdr. the enchanced particle beams shows that the 2nd trail is strongest.

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}Heinlein: Granted, and good luck Ensign.

Lt jg Nim Ber
<Youdoit> :: ok, coming on a three way split, lets se which way the beam goes::

Ens G Heinlein
{#} Tucker: thanks 

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: We'll have to take a gamble and follow that one.

Lt. McDowell
{#}Tucker: Try about Warp 7.5 for about 3 or so hours, including the 8.9 burst in the beginning.

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: That one will take two full days at maximum warp to track down.

Ens G Heinlein
:::satarts out of shuttlebay :::::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::follows Heinlein out::


Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: Just say the word and we're gone....

Ens G Heinlein
:::::makes adjustments to course and speed and engages ::::

Captain Lewis
::Looks at Mtichell: we wait for the medical team to come back

Lt jg Nim Ber
<Youdoit> Ber: see, its following the trail to the cardy border.

Cmdr. Mitchell
::watches the numbers on the speedometer rise higher::

Cmdr. Tucker
Mitchell: We'll wait here until Heinlein finishes his survivor search.

Lt jg Nim Ber
Youdoit: that can't be right, wait a minute.............

Ens G Heinlein
:::::arrives at weapons depot and starts descent ::::

Captain Lewis
::awaits reports::

Lt. McDowell
::notices the core reactions speed up, and holds his hands in hoping things stay together::

Lt jg Nim Ber
Youdoit: here, reinitize your panel, your going the wrong way !!

Cmdr. Tucker
Lewis: We think we may have a trial to follow ::surrenders chair::

Cmdr. Tucker
Lewis: There are conflicting readings, but we have  our best guess.

Lt jg Nim Ber
<Youdoit> ber: Oh I see, ok

Cmdr. Mitchell
::notices the Captain is suddenly back on the Bridge::

Captain Lewis
Tucker:  good....make necessary preparations.....as soon as the med team gets back......

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::lands alongside Heinlein at depot::

Ens G Heinlein
::::Stops craft in clearing ::::


Ens G Heinlein
:::takes outside readings :::

Lt. McDowell
::continues diagnosing all the problems as they come in::

Cmdr. Tucker
Lewis: ::nods:: {#}McDowell: Chief, it's definate now, warp 7 would be nice, but I'll settle for 6.5 if you can give it.

Lt jg Nim Ber
Mitchell: We have a probable course, but, its either two ships together that split up

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::checks radiation suit and proceeds with security toward the mess hall::

AGM
=/\=/\=/\= Pause Mission =/\=/\=/\=
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